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THE PLAYS OF W. R. YEATS
Rise of the Irish Theatre;
The late years of the nineteenth century saw in
Ireland the production of a literature which, in the
beginning, took its life from the old legends and
culture of that country.
Through a tender devotedness to the memory of
its ancestors Ireland preserved, alone, perhaps of all
the countries of Europe, the achievements, names,
hymns and ballads of its ancient kings. And this
history came to be the legends of Ireland, each gener-
ation giving rise to a number of bards who gave an
artistic representation and a poetic glamour to the
deeds of the generation that preceded them.
It was, then, the revival of these literary
records that gave birth to what has been called the
"Irish Renaissance". Indeed, it was part of Yeats'
work to separate this mass of early Bardic literature
and give to it— as Homer to the Trojan Wars— a living,
human and universal significance.

It is not my purpose here to speak further of these
legends. The fact to be noted is that, as far as Yeats
was concerned, it was the retelling of these legends
which was to be the main purpose of a National Literature
in contradistinction to the political and patriotic
v;ork of Davis
.
In 1889 Yeats had published "The Wanderings of Oisin"
and Dr. Hyde was organizing the Gaelic League which was
to bring back to Ireland its language and its older
civilization. It was at this time that a volume of
printed addresses "The Revival of Irish Literature"
turned Ireland's younger men to literature. The agita-
tion of Parnell had given to Ireland a life so full of
fret and fever that it was making history and living
drama. And that country which is full of the ebb and
flow and feverish throb of life seldom finds time to
record that life— and drama is nothing more than the
recording of life in its intense moments. But the fall
of Parnell gave Ireland a comparative quiet and some-
thing besides politics to think of.
And so began the Irish Renaissance—a literary
movement which was National and the result, in a great
measure, of a literary propaganda, a brooding over

Ireland, its history, its legends, its temper, its
soil— of the Ireland, in a word, of yesterday, of its
romance and its spiritualness
.
In the beginning this movement was poetic, but
Mr. Yeats had for some time been planning an Irish
Theatre. This theatre was built up slowly and depended
upon the Irishman's natural response to oratory for
interest in the drama.
It is necessary to know something of the theatre
whose inception and progress made possible the imping-
ing of a National literature upon the literature of
the world.
Pounded in 1899 the Irish Theatre was the work of
Mr. Yeats, Lady Gregory, Edward Martyn and a sufficient
number of guarantors to bring it into being.
At the first performance was seen the presentation
of Yeats' "The Countess Cathleen" and Martyn's "The
Heather Field". But though the theatre produced six
plays in the three years of its existence all the actors
were English. In other words, though the drama was
native, Yeats, who had been at war with the prevalent
methods of acting and speaking, knew that the essential
condi tion--native interpretation--was lacking.
1
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It is true that Martyn and George Moore, imbued
'0 more deeply than Yeats with what we may call the
Continental spirit, were in favor of literary drama
regardless of its nationality. But it is right here
that Yeats rose above the rest of the men in Ireland,
insisting on native drama and native interpretation
and it was this distinctly national character the
theatre assumed.
It is neither my place nor purpose to note the
excellent work of Mr. Martyn, but it was because Yeats
was interested in the proper speaking of verse as well
as prose that the superiority of the Irish Players in
their interpretation of poetic and pleasant speech
was brought to the attention of the world. And while
others argued for Cosmopolitan drama, Yeats furthered
the production of a drama distinctly national that
was later to reach out, rising above itself, and become
part of the great stream of English drama.
In 1902 two brothers, W, G. and Frank Fay, organized
the Irish National Dramatic Company, which succeeded the
Irish Literary Theatre. Yeats in 1902 wrote in the
"Samhain" : "Our movement is a return to the people... and
the drama of society would but magnify a condition of

life which the countryman and the artist would copy
to their hurt. The play that is to give them a quite
natural pleasure should either tell them of their own
life, or of that life of poetry where every man can see
his own image, because there alone does human nature
escape from arbitrary conditions. Plays about drawing-
rooms are written for the middle classes of great cities,
for the classes who live in drawing-rooms, but if you
would uplife the man of the road you must write about
the roads, or about the people of romance or about
great historical people".
It was with this statement that the ideals of
Yeats and the Fays broke definitely with the cosmopolitan
movement and became national.
In 1904 Miss Horniman, an Englishwoman, leased
Mechanic's Institute in Dublin, and enlarged and re-
built it under the name of the Abbey Theatre, and
this became the home of the Irish players. Poetic
and peasant drama found its encouragement there
Irish dramatists found an outlet for artistic express-
ion— a school of players was trained who were to win
a unique place in the history of acting.
It would be impossible to measure how much the
work, the literary ideals, the practical idealism of

Yeats meant to the Irish Theatre. He stands as the
chief in any history of the "Irish Renaissance".
With this brief history of the Theatre we come to the
writings of him whose life is a history of the Irish
Literary Revival.
Yeats was born in Dublin in 1865. He spent six
of his early years in London and at the age of fifteen
returned to Ireland. He spent some time at an art
school and there can be little doubt that his marvellous
imagery and graphic methods of presentation were to some
extent formed here. However, he had, even in his
youth, a dream of a literature for Ireland and this,
as he says, "plucked him out of the Dublin Art Schools
where he should have stayed drawing from the round,
and sent him into a library to read bad translations
from the Irish, and at last down into Connaught to sit
by turf fires."*
He published a number of poems in Irish papers and
magazines. His early poetry shows marked influences
of the Pre-Raphaelites , of Blake and of Shelley.
It is interesting, too, to note that as a young
man he was drawn to the study of Theosophy. He saturated
*W, B. Yeats, Twenty-five Years, p. 144.
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himself with it feeling that there he had found wisdom.
Spiritualism he touched in all its phases and was pre-
occupied with it for a number of years. Indeed, it is
doubtful if it does not tinge almost all his work. He
evinced a strange desire for the study of magic and es-
oteric philosophy and his "Rosa Alchemica" for example,
is an elaborate study in occultism. Consequently, there
is a certain remoteness about his work, a mystic symbol-
ism, a concern for the shadowy and elusive that even in
his plays transcends the world as we know it.
In 1889, as we have noted, he collected the best
of his poems and published them under the title "The
Wanderings of Oisin". The next ten years were spent
chiefly in London and his work was published in English
papers. He was a member of the famous Rhymers Club
and published a great deal of excellent work. In 1892,
he published "The Countess Cathleen"; in 1893, "The
Celtic Twilight"; in 1894, "The Land of Heart's Desire"
was produced. He collaborated with Mr. E. J. Ellis
in a three volume book "The Works of William Blake",
which was published in 1893. In 1895, he collected his
best work since 1889 and published "Poems". "The Wind
Among the Reeds" was published in 1899. In this book

one finds delicacy, magically marvellous imagery,
simplicity; love of poems of great beauty and spiritual
passion. But the book is loaded with a symbolism that
makes for abstruseness
. Yeats was forced to attach
notes to some of these poems and even then much of
the content escapes us. Yeats' lyricism had reached
its highest point, but in purifying his verse he
had made it obscure and defeated the purpose of poetry.
Symbolism would have been the grave of his work. But
happily at this time he became occupied with the drama.
It is very difficult to write of Yeats, merely
as a dramatist and to eliminate his poetry— as
difficult as it is to separate the concave from the
convex. Perhaps it is more accurate to consider
his plays as dramatic poetry. Indeed, one thinks
more often of some splendid lines of his, rather
than of tragedy or comedy or character. Of course,
if we consider his work simply as verse-drama it is
the best of its kind in Modern English. John Mase-
field has written in his preface to "The Tragedy of
Nan": "The poetic impulse of the Renaissance is now
spent. The poetic drama—the fruit of the impulse
—
is now dead." To those of us who have been brought

up in an age which has not known that impulse it is
h^rd to feel that that can be drama which is poetry.
Even the poetry of Shakespere's plays is hardly noticed,
I think, so much of passion and cf life is there in the
action; but in Yeats there is a dreamy listlessness in
the cadences that steals in on us and will not let us be.
Among his plays "The Countess Cathleen" is perhaps
the best known and I shall consider it first.
"The Countess Cathleen"
The scene is laid in Ireland during a famine. Two demons,
disguised as merchants, offer the people bread in exchange
for their souls. So great is the traffic that the Coun-
tess decides to offer her wealth to save her people. But
her money is stolen and her grain ships becalmed. In
despair she offers her own soul to the Demons in exchange
for the souls already lost and for money enough to
feed the people until relief comes. The Countess then
dies of grief, but her soul escapes damnation for "The
Light of Lights looks always on the nature not the
deed." Yeats has woven about this play a web of mystery
and superstition. There is excellent suggestion and
description in some of his lines. For example; Tieg
says
:
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"By Carrick-orua churchyard,
A herdsman met a man who had no mouth,
Nor ears, nor eyes: his face a wall of flesh;
He saw him plainly by the moon."
In such ways does Yeats creat an atmosphere that rivals
Maeterlinck's. And he has written some exquisite
poetry: Cathleen's dying words:
"Bend down your faces, Oona and Aleel:
I gaze upon them as the swallow gazes
Upon the nest under the eave, before
He wander the loud waters."
And the last lines of the play reach the highwater
mark of great poetry:
"The years like great black oxen tread the world,
And God the herdsman goads them on behind,
And I am broken by their passing feet."
These lines seem to me among the greatest in English
and take their place in what Professor V/oodberry,
speaking of another poet, calls the long sweep and
open water of great style.
And yet the play does not seem to be supreme drama.
It is the poetry which makes the drama— or unmakes it.
We feel that the Countess is going to do just what she
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does. We see no conflict between the demons and herself.
There appears no conflict, no struggle in her own mind.
Surely one who is human would hesitate to lose his soul.
It Is precisely because the Countess does not seem
human— and yet is so given to us— that we perceive no
act of renunciation, no sacrifice; we feel neither
admiration nor pity--we feel nothing. And it is here
that Yeats seems to me to be lacking in dramatic sense.
I have it on the authority of Mr. Forrest Held
that Yeats says "the play is purely symbolic and the
Countess is simply a soul or human psirit which per-
petually makes the sacrifice she made, which perpetually
gives itself into captivity for the service of all good
causes, and in the end wins peace, because every high
motive is in the substance peace.""*
If we accept this we feel the play is a morality and
somehow not convincing. I do not like my drama to teach
me anything. I am willing to believe in the existence
of demons, for the time being, but Yeats has not made
his play sufficiently convincing. We do not feel it is
possible. In spite of the atmosphere our fear is not
sufficiently evoked; there seems no sacrifice, no
•W. B. Yeats - A Critical Study, p. 93.
r
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tragedy. While I feel that Yeats has given me beauty
I do not feel he has given me drama.
One has, I think, to note that this play was
the occasion of a demonstration of religious narrow-
ness and misguided patriotism which ended in a riot
on the first night. A like outpouring of wrath was
to be seen in connection with Lynge's "Playboy", It
was charged that the language of the demons was
blasphemous, that the personages in the play were
irreverant an# that no Irishwoman would sell her soul
to the devil. However, such criticism did not hurt
the' play or impede the progress of the Literary Revival.
"The Land Of Heart's Desire"
Here is a play, the scene of which is laid in
Sligo. It was produced in 1894 and the characters
are supposed to speak in Gaelic and wear the costumes
of a century ago. Yeats found his theme in folklore.
He speaks of it in "Fairy and Fold Tales of the Irish
Peasantry", where he says: "On Midsummer Eve, when the
bonfires are lighted on every hill in honour of St.
John, the fairies are at their gayest, and sometimes
steal away beautiful mortals to be their brides."'*
"""Ernest Boyd, The Contemporary Drama of Ireland, p. 59.
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W« are in Maurteen Bruin's house, with his wife,
Bridget, Shawn, their son, and Maire, his young bride.
Father Hart is present for supper. Bridget is scold-
ing the bride for reading a book of legends and neg-
lecting the housework. Maire is warned cf the dangers
that beset her on Midsummer's Eve, but she spreads
flowers outside the door saying:
"I had no sooner flung them by the door,
Than the wind cried and hurried them away;
And then a child came running in the wind,
And caught them in her hands and fondled them.
Her dress was green: her hair was of red gold;
Her face was pale as water before dawn."
Father Hart says "they are children of the fiend."
A knock comes to the door and "a little queer
old woman begs a porringer of milk" which the girl
gives only to be scolded by Bridget. Another knock
is heard and the girl gives "a burning sod" to a
little old man to light his pipe. Ma ire then cries
out
:
"Come, fairies, take me out of this dull house,
Let me have all the freedom I have lost,
V/ork when I will and idle when I will.
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Fairies, come take me out of this dull world
For T would ride with you upon the wind,
Ride on the tops of the dishevelled tide,
And dance upon the mountains like a flame."
As if in answer a little child enters saying:
"And when I tire of this warm little house,
There is one who must away, away."
The child then spies the crucifix and becomes afraid,
and because she is "so young and little a child" Father
Hart- hides it. And now the strife begins between the
child and Ma ire, between filaire and Shawn, between
Maire and herself, between the child and the priest
who says
:
"By the dear name of the one crucified,
I bid you, Maire Bruin, come to me."
And the child--" I keep you in the name of your own heart
Father Hart would "fetch the crucifix again" but the
people of the house hold to him in terror and prevent
him. So the child's is the first victory.
Maire then says: "I will go with you". But Shawn
cries: "Beloved, do not leave me." And Maire: "Dear
face I Dear Voice 1" and "I have always loved her world-
and yet— and yet--" and she sinks into Shawn's arms.
The child says "Come little bird with silver feet."
7
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Then Mai re dies. And we hear a voice sing:
"The wind blows out the gates of the day,
The wind blows over the lonely heart,
And the lonely of heart is withered away,
While the fairies dance in a place apart,
Shaking their milk-white feet in a ring,
Tossing their milk-white arms in the air,
For they hear the wind laugh, and murmur and sing
Of a land where feven the old are fair,
And even the wise are merry of tongue;
But I heard a voice of Coolaney say;
'When the wind has laughed and murmured and sung,
The lonely of heart is withered away. 1 "
Here Yeats has given us beautiful lyric poetry,
has created and sustained a mood throughout the whole
play. It is a perfect little thing symbolical of the
soul longing for the Beyond, tired of this world, eager
to be in the land of such enchantment. There is not
a single line in the play that breaks the unity of
effect. The play is intoned by different voices and the
poetry here does not hinder the drama, but is part of
the dramatic action that moves to music.
XI
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"The Shadowy Waters"
The idea for this play lay in Yeat's mind for a
number of years. "The Shadowy Waters" was first
published in 1900 and was performed by the Irish National
Theatre Society in 1904. It was re-written and published
in 1906. It is a dramatic poem and Yeats was forced to
condense it and write an 'acting version' for the stage.
But the fundamental idea, through all this revision,
is the same.
Poragel, a ship's master, i3 a dream-burdened man
seeking imperishable love beyond the ends of the world.
His ship is guided by birds. The crew is weary of these
voices and shadows and they wish to make Aibric their
leader, but he refuses though he, too, voices his doubts
to Poragel. Meanwhile, another ship is sighted, the
resisting crew and Queen Dectora taken prisoner.
Foragel is dissatisfied with this mortal woman so she
asks the sailors to kill him. But Poragel casts a spell
over them with his harp and Dectora falls in love with
him, although she cannot understand his divine ecstasy.
She desires him to return with her, but he wishes her
to return with Aibric. Suddenly she see his noble purpose
and the other ship departs. She covers him with her
r<
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hair, 'for he will gaze upon the world no longer'. The
two spirits are united forever and they drift on out of
our sight.
This is a poem by the author of the "Wind Among the
Reeds"— the same dreamy mysticism and symbolism are here,
the same mood of visionary ecstasy. It is the expression
of the desire for escape from the imperfections of our
world. It is a dream where there is nothing of humanity,
but only shadows drifting before us, bodiless, passion-
less. It is not drama— it is simply a poetic mood and when
the mood is over, like Aibric we 'take a kiss for what
a kiss is worth and let the dream go by'
.
"On Baile 's Strand"
The source of this play is in the classic Gaelic
literature. It is the tale of Cucuhlain, an Irish king,
and of Aoife, the wild, savage woman whose son fights
with the king and is slain. Cucuhlain finds it is his
own son he has slain and rushes out to battle with the
waves and dies.
In this play Yeats seems to show a surer dramatic
sense than he shows in any of the plays so far considered.
There is something like dramatic structure here. There
is reality in action and in dialogue. There is tragedy
{i
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and humor and a touch of irony--that perhaps was better
left out—when amid all the fighting that has caused
the emptying of houses, a blind man and a fool find
opportunity to steal.
Yeats has surpassed himself in the scene in which
Cucuhlain, discovering he has killed his son, sits on
a bench beside the old man and the fool. The dramatist
has shown a rare perception of the acute sensitiveness
of the blind, too, when he makes the blind man say...
"Somebody is trembling. Why are you trembling,
fool? Is Cucuhlain going to hurt us? It was not I
who told you Cucuhlain". And then:
"It is Cucuhlain who is trembling. He is shak-
ing the bench with his knees". Here, I think, is
tense and living drama in which a situation is revealed
slowly and with great skill. There Is, too, dramatic
speech in his poetic lines - and in his prose lines
as well - the speech of those who use words reverently,
tasting them slowly like sweet food. Thus Cucuhlain
describes his love to the Higfc King:
"Ah, Conchubar, had you seen her
With that high, laughing, turbulent head of hers
Thrown backward and the bowstring at her ear,
Pull of good counsel as it were with wine,
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Or when love ran through all the lineaments
Of her wild body - although she had no child,
None other had all beauty, queer or lover,
Or was so fitted to give birth to kings."
Small wonder is it that this is one of the most
popular plays Yeats has written. It is filled with
tragedy, and dramatic irony, and with the beauty of
ancient Ireland.
"The King's Threshold"
The plot of this play is borrowed from a middle
Irish story of the demands of the poets at the court
of King Guaire of Gort. Seanachan, the poet, has
been ousted from the King's table and Is starving on
the steps of the palace for:
"There is a custom,
An old and foolish custom, that if a man,
Be wronged, or think that he is wronged, and starve
Upon another's threshold till he die,
The common people for all time to come
Will raise a heavy cry against that threshold
Even though it be the King's."
The poet refuses to eat until the King restore the right
of poets. The pupils of the poet, too, are in all things
ci
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but their Art obedient to the King. Proving that the
Kingship is dependent upon the good will of poets, the
King gives his crown to Seanchan for he, alone, can
"make it reverent in the eyes of men"
.
To me there is little of poetry or aught else in
this play. It seems insipid and palls upon my taste.
It was called forth, perhaps, as a defense against the
hyper-sensitive patriotic criticism which was being
directed against Synge . Yeats felt, perhaps, that his
claims on behalf of art were being challenged. So the
play is an expression of his ideas of the relation be-
tween the poet and his public. It is his idea that
poetry is as necessary as patriotism and that the
poet, as the symbol of the people, cannot err. To me
it is "sound and fury signifying nothing", and I am
sorry that a great poet should have written it when he
might have been giving us beautiful lyrics; giving
us our right to like them or not instead of preach-
ing to us on the position of the poet in Society.
• "Deirdre"
Every Irish poet has been interested in the classi-
cal tragedy of Irish epic history. The legent is well
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known to all of us. Unlike Synge, Yeats deals only
with the lost episode of Deirdre' s life— "a tale of
treachery, a broken promise and a journey's end."
The scene opens with a chorus and Fergus as
interlocuter . Fergus, an emissary of the King, has
brought Deirdre and Maisi to a hut, preparatory to
meeting Conchubar. The lovers suspect the King will
prove treacherous. There is a mood of expectancy
and tension about the play and the forebodings of
the chorus prepare us for the treachery of the King.
Dark figures move in the background; the hired villains
of the King hide outside. The atmosphere is tense with
suspicion and hate. The very air is filled with
danger. We feel the lovers have walked into a trap.
Yeats gives a new turn here. It is that Deirdre re-
nounce Naisi and give herself to Conchubar. Deirdre
is willing, but Naisi will have none of it and is
suddenly murdered. Deirdre, herself, dies on the
body of her lover as we hear the song; like that of
a Greek chorus announcing death:
"They are gone, they are gone. The proud may
lie by the proud.
Though we were bidden to sing, cry nothing loud.
I
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They are gone, they are gone. Whispering were enough.
Into the secret wilderness of their love
A high, grey cairn. What more is to be said?
Eagles have gone into their cloudy bed."
And there are other great lines in the play, as
those spoken by Deirdre to her lover; lines filled with
beauty that in so short a space tell us of other days
of love
:
"Do you remember that first night in the woods
We lay all night on leaves, and looking up,
When the first grey of the dawn awoke the birds,
Saw leaves above us? You thought that I still slept,
And bending down to kiss me on the eyes
Found they were open. Bend and kiss me now,
for it may be the last before our death.
And when that's over, we'll be different,
Imperishable things--a cloud or a fire--
And I know nothing but this body, nothing
But that old vehement, bewildering kiss."
Here is the great dramatic speech strongly human, full
of the passion of a loving woman . Here are beauty and
love in retrospect; and here is tenderness. And those
lines, with some others, I shall always remember.
v
In the very theme itself, of course, there is
tragedy and passion--and these make it one of Yeats'
great poetic plays. But the great failing of the play,
it seems to me, is that we have met no people. How
different in this respect is Synge's "Deirdre"! But
Yeats' "Naisi" is not quite a man. Deirdre I cannot
love; there is something missing that I find in woman.
There is no tenderness in her love--save only in that
passing mood of remembering. She never for a moment evokes
my sympathy. I can find little about her of a beautiful
heroine about to die for love--she misses what I call
humanity. Could she, although a queen, speak thus:
"Women, if I die,
If Naisi die this night, how will you priase?
What words seek out? for that will stand to you;
For being but dead we shall have many friends,
All through your wanderings, the doors of kings
Shall be thrown wider open, the poor man's hearth
Heaped with new turf, because you are wearing this
(Gives bracelet)
To show that you have Deirdre 's story right."
Gould woman be interested in the correctness of her
story when death is about to end seven years of loving?
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Deidre is posing before us, wondering what we shall say
of her.
I cannot think, either, that when death has come
suddenly to her lover, woman has been born who could
laugh and say:
"There's something brutal in us, and we are won
By those who can shed blood."
I can hear Judge Brack's "people don't do things like
that." There is, I think, something common to humanity
which precludes laughter in the presence of death--espec-
ially when those who die are close to us. And that
especially is why Yeats' play fails for me. It fails
to move me--Naisi and Deirdre hold no interest. I
have missed life with all its tenderness and pity, and
I have only a few lines, some music that came to my
ears and passed away into the night.
"The Hour Glass"
Yeats has written the rest of his plays in collabora-
tion with Lady Gregory and I shall consider only two
of them as his. "The Hour Glass" is a morality based
on a folk story. The play was first written in prose,
but in 1914 Yeats gave us a final poetic version. The
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plot in both is essentially the same. A Wise Kan
—
representing science--has denied the invisible world
and so thoroughly have his pupils imbibed his doc-
trines that;
"No soul has passed
The heavenly threshold since you have opened school,
Eut grass grov/s there and rust upon the hinge."
An angel warns him that he shall die when the sand runs
out of the hour glass. Put if he can find "but one
soul who still believes that it shall never cease"
he may win heaven. But he searches in vain for one
who believes. Tiegue, the Fool, believes, but does
not acknowledge his belief to the V*ise Man until it is
too late. The Wise Man sees his search is hopeless:
"The last hope is gone,
And now that it's too late I see it all,
. e perish into God and sink away
Into reality--the rest's a dream."
The sand has run out of the hour glass and the Fool sings:
"I hear the wind a-blow,
I hear the grass a-grow,
And all that I know, I know,
But I will not speak, I will run away."
I
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Into this play Yeats has injected a simplicity, a purity
of style and clarity of vision which is unlike that
of any of his plays . It has a charm all its own and
is peculiarly free from platitudes. Such a theme might
easily have been and become strident. But Yeats has
skillfully suggested the theme with an economy of
ornamentation coupled with the greatest of poetic effect.
"Cathleen Ni Houlihan"
This play was published in 1902, and was Yeats'
first prose play. It is also his most original play
and has proved most successful on the stage. Yeats,
himself, has said of it: "One night I had a dream, almost
as distinct as a vision, of a cottage where there was
well-being and firelight and talk of marriage, and into
the midst of that cottage there came an old woman in a
long cloak. She was Ireland, herself, that Cathleen ni
Houlihan for whom so many songs have been sung, and about
whom so many stories have been told, and for whose sake
so many have gone to their death. I thought that if I
could write this out as a little play, I could make
others see my dream as I had seen it, but I could not
get down out of that high window of dramatic verse."
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So it took Lady Gregory's experience to supply the
peasant speech.
The scene is the interior of a cottage near
Killala in 1798, when the French were landing. Peter
Gillane and his wife, Bridget, are discussing the com-
ing marriage of their son, Michael. A strange woman
is seen from the window. Then Michael enters with
his dowry. The old woman comes in and talks to Michael,
telling him of the many who have died for love of her.
She refuses food and drink saying: "if anyone would
give me help he must give me himself, he must give
me all." Then she goes on to say: "They that had red
cheeks will have pale cheeks for my sake; and for all
that they will think they are well paid." She goes
out singing and Michael follows her, forgetting his
friends and his wedding, resolved to sacrifice every-
thing for Ireland.
Michael's brother enters and his father says:
"Did you see an old woman going down the path?"
"I did not, but I saw a young girl, and she had the
walk of a queen."
There is fairly natural dialogue here, and we are
conscious of drama from the time the old v.oman is seen.
1c
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There is finely suggested character and we find a
dramatic achievement in the manner Yeats reveals the
old woman to be a symbol. Altogether it is a little
gem of prose and is at least an answer to those who
have charged the author with lack of patriotism.
Conclusion
We have noted Yeats' service to the Irish Theatre.
We have seen how his continued propaganda on behalf
of artistic freedom, his devotion to the cause of
National Drama, his interest in Ireland's legends,
his activities as a lecturer, manager and teacher, his
work in founding a theatre which has won an enviable
place in the English speaking world - all this has
made Ireland heavily indebted to him. With the possible
exception of Lady Gregory he has done more than anyone
for the Literary Revival and Dramatic movement of
Ireland
.
Yeats is a writer to whom the invisible world is
very close. He is a mystic and for him spirits, visions
and magical illusions are a certainty. In his "Ideas
of Good and Evil" he says : "I believe in three doctrines
(1) That the borders of our mind are ever shifting and
that many minds can flow into one another, as it were and
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create or reveal a single mind, a single energy.
(2) That the "borders of our memories are as shift-
ing and that our memories are a part of one great
memory, the memory of Nature herself.
(3) That this great mind and great memory can be
evoked by symbols."'*
For him the symbols are stored in this great memory
and are associated "with certain events, moods and
persons." Here is the philosophy of the Pantheists,
the Philosophy of Wordsworth. But there is something
more. Yeats is unhappy in the world that most of us
know. And he seeks escape from this world into the
region of spirituality. Ke is, naturally going to
create a world for himself; if he peoples it we
cannot expect to find there people like ourselves. We
cannot expect to find their thoughts, words and acts
to be like ours. It is beside the point that we do
not believe in these people--it is nothing if we do
not believe in the impinging of the supernatural upon
our world . We cannot judge these people by any
standards of our own. They have been evoked magically,
as it were--called forth from beyond—representations
*Ideas of Good and Evil, p. 29.
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perhaps of the Divine Essence. At any rate they
are bodiless, spiritual, visionary. We cannot seek
for 'characters', therefore, in Yeats' plays. And
we <3>o not find them. So it is in accord with Yeats'
philosophy that the Fool in "The Hour Glass" possesses
wisdom— is really the Wise Man. It is beside the
point that we cannot accept this; for Yeats' people
there can be no laws.
So Yeats' work is veiled by a spirituality—
a
mysticism. In the "Countess Cathleen" there are
demons; Cathleen, a symbol, sells her soul to save her
people. In the "Land of Heart's Desire" there is a
fairy child whose only fear is the crucifix. And
Maire is spirited away into the world where all is
young and fair
.
All Yeats' work is an expression of his personality-
it is as though his poems and plays were chipped solely
out of his mind--out of a mind that has little or no
concern with experience.
Art, for him, can only deal with spiritual things--
with the things of the past. Even love, therefore,
has nothing to do with passion, but is something mystical
and must be sought--as Poragel seeks it— in the shadowy

region, out of substantial things.
It is this concern with the past, I think, that
has made Yeats find an interest in the ancient writ-
ings of Ireland—writings that deal with legendary
people. In this he is characteristically Irish. Wit-
ness the belief of the older Irish in fairies, little
people, holy wells, signs and portents, magic words,
magic cures. The people believe Yeats has formulated
a philosophy - that is the difference.
Naturally, then, Yeats' work is filled with symbol-
ism. Naturally his people are called out of the deep--
out of the great memory— and do not resemble us, but
are spiritual essences. Art, then, is an evocation,
a revelation. V.re have crossed the borderland between
the finite and the infinite and whatever else is left
it is not life.
The more I read Yeats, the more difficult I find it
to understand him. It is, I think, clear that he has
given us some of the most beautiful lines I have ever
read. Even in his prose speech there is a cadence I
have not ever met before. But just as there is some
music that seems to lull our minds and almost stop our
hearts, stilling our emotions and closing down our
eyelids until we are out of ourselves, so Yeats shows
ri
us a life that transcends our experience. To me, at
least, the poetry retards the drama and causes a mood
of f orgetfullness of all except some beautiful words.
If to create a mood is his purpose, for me, Yeats has
achieved it. But drama is, I think, life raised to
unusual intensity. And Yeats has not only shown us
life in unusual intensity, but he has not— except in
a few places not shown us life at all. He brings us
to spiritual things, to a better world that it not
unlike that to which the Irishman is attached. It
is a refuge In the dream of life we came from. And
the results are:
"dramas of the mind, that are
Best seen against imagined tapestries."
And. in this world he has put people in whom all of
the personal is lost, people—with a few exceptions--
move before us disembodied and passionless like
shadows, all emotions spent. Their words are sighs
and all is just a mood spiritual and unemphatic.
For Yeats is like a priest who in his own words
"is filling our thoughts with the essences of things
and not with things." And this is precisely why I
think Yeats has given us dramatic poetry, but not drama.
He has high praise from M. Remy de Gourmant's words on
4
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Villiers de L'Isle Adam. "He opened the doors of the
unknown with a crash, and a generation has gone through
them to the infinite." Yeats, too, perhaps, takes us
to the infinity. But somehow I cannot follow him. I
can conceive of no reality, sorrow, sympathy, living
joy in heaven.
After all, I think, what, outside of beauty, concerns
us in literature, what makes it permanent, is what Brown-
ing calls the "Reprisintation" of life. It is the
people in drama that interest us and make it permanent.
And Yeats' people have not sounded life and have noth-
ing in common with what is universal. When a man's
mind is so made up that the dreams of things past
are his chiefest concern and to whom character is not
essential to drama, then he may create for us beautiful
moods - nay, he must if he create at all - transcending
the reality of life, but to my mind that is not drama.
His people speak, but the words are not human words -
they come not out of mouths, nor even hearts, but faintly,
slowly, as from shadows moving before us:
"the dreams the drowsy gods
Breathe on the burnished mirror of the world
And then smooth out with ivory hands and sigh."
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THE PLAYS OF J. M. SYNGEE
"I knew the stars, the flowers and the birds,
The grey and wintry sides of many glens,
And did hut half remember human words
In converse with the mountains, moors and fens."
With the coming of Synge to the Irish Theatre, we
turn from poetic to folk drama. Although it marks a
departure from the poetic reveries of Yeats and came
to dominate the later trend of Irish drama, it cannot
be looked upon as departure from the ideals of Yeats
The latter had invited peasant drama as well as his own
and it was in direct accord with his ideas for a
National Theatre.
J. !»:. Synge was born at Rathfornham, Dublin, in
1871. He was educated at Trinity College and contrib-
uted to its magazine.. He went to Germany with the idea
of becoming a musician, but ended with reading German
literature. He travelled in France and in Italy and.
gathered many stories from tramps and sailors. In
Paris --where we find him in 1895—he lived in the Latin
Quarter where he read a great deal of French literature,
doing occasional journalism and criticism. In 1899
1
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Yeats found him here—reading Racine it is said. Yeats
told him that Symons would always be a greater critic
of French literature and suggested that Synge go back
to Ireland. This suggestion he followed and went to
the Aron Islands, an unspoiled and primitive country.
He wrote a book "The Aran Islands" which contains a
rich store of observation and humanity as well as the
sources of some of his plays.
He wrote six plays, and was revising his "Deirdre"
when he died in 1909.
Though he had moved with mobs, seen strange and
passionate life, noted the beauty of Continental
Countries, he had not been moved to expression until
he came back to Ireland. But he came back to a country
that he loved, saw it anew with an intimacy and a de-
tachment, --re-created it through his imagination and
in six years rose to a position among the great dramat-
ists who have written in English.
"Just as his "Aran Islands" gives us an insight
into the genesis of his plays, his posthumously pub-
lished "Poems and Translations" reveal to us something
of the man himself and of his translations of Petrarch
—
sorrowing at the loss of Laura—he makes the poet say:
(
"What a grudge I am bearing the earth that has
its arras about her, and is holding that face away from
me, where I was finding peace from great sadness.
What a grudge I am bearing the Heavens that are
after taking her, and Shutting her in with greediness,
the Heavens that do push their bolt against so many.
What a grudge I am bearing the blessed Saints
that have got her sweet company, that I am always
seeking; and what a grudge I am bearing against Death,
that is standing in her two eyes, and will not call
me with a word."
We see that Synge was not merely reporting speech -
as Lady Gregory in her plays - but that he was giving
a new strength to the Anglo-Irish idiom, making that
living, racy speech that was to flower into poetry
in his "Playboy" and his "deirdre".
"Supposing a writer of dramatic genius were to appear
in Ireland, where would he look for the subject of
national drama?"*
This question of John Ellington's literary Ireland
was asking itself in 1899. Yeats, as we have seen,
had already written his "Countess Cathleen", and although
'""Literary Ideals in Ireland, pp. 9-10.
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there was in it great beauty and high poetry, there was
little of what we commonly think of as great drama. It
^ M was, perhaps, because of this that the above question
could truly be asked, "in the great countries of Europe",
the writer went on to say, "although literature is as
prosperous as ever and is maintained with a circumstance
which would seem to ensure its eternal honour, yet the
springs from which the modern literary movements have
been fed are probably dried up - the springs of sim-
plicity, hope, belief, and an absolute originality
like that of Wordsworth. If, also, as seems likely,
the approaching ages on the continent are to be filled
with great social and political questions and events
'which can hardly have immediate expression in litera-
ture, it is quite conceivable that literature, as it
did once before, would migrate to a quiet country like
Ireland .
"
Certainly literature was to migrate. John Synge,
who was, perhaps, at this time in Paris, was to answer
the question - was to leave the thin fabric of the
artificial life of Paris and come to the "quiet country"
and give it immediate expression in literature. There
was a great number of "social and political questions
i
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and events" in Ireland that might have found expression
in his plays, but these he chose to avoid. It was
rather among the fishermen he went to look; among the
beggar-women and the ballad-singers; in little hill-
side cabins where, as he himself says, he could find
"rich arid copious words" that at the same time gave
reality; in that Ireland where "the springtime of
local life" was not forgotten, where the harvest was
not garnered, and where the straw had not been turned
into bricks .*
We know that Yeats had founded the Irish Theatre
and had gone to the legendary history and mythology
of Ireland for his sources. We know, moreover, that
the Irish peasant, whenever Yeats or "A, E." chose
to draw him at all, appeared as a dreamy creature, an
ecstatic, who lived in a perpetual trance. Synge was
repelled by the Yeatsian conception of drama which was
"too far from life to appease his mood."
It is true that Yeats had brought Synge to Ireland,
but there his influence ended. "Besides the Yeatsian
lyrical conception of life and art", says Mr. Maurice
Bourgeois, "there was room for the Syngeian dramatic
conception,,"
*J. M. Synge, Preface to "The Playboy".
**W. B. Yeats, Prefact to Synge 's "Poens".

Synge felt that both men were equally legitimate; but
he chose to break away from the former for reasons
which must be sought in his personal vehemence, in
the gloominess of his outlook, and in his life among
a peasantry used to the brutal tragedy of existence,
not to the aesthetic other-worldliness of an ethereal
and somewhat impalpable symbolism,""*
Synge* s was a realism selective of the more
significant phases of life and he went to life and
its personal contact for his material. He spent little
time devising theories of art, but just as he could not
bring himself to agree with Yeats, he stood out, also,
against the plays of "purpose and problems". In his
preface to "The Tinker's Wedding" he says: "The drama
is made serious— in the French sense of the word—not
by the degree in which it is taken up with problems
that are serious in themselves, but by the degree in
which it gives the nourishment, not very easy to
define, on which our imaginations live. We should
not go to the theatre as to a chemist's, or a dram-
shop, but as we go to a dinner, where the food we
need is taken with pleasure and excitement. This was
nearly alv/ays so in Spain and England and France when
"^Maurice Bourgeois, J. M. Synge and the Irish Theatre,
p. 136.
<
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the drama was at its riches t--tlie infancy and the decay
of the drama tend to be didactic—but in these days
the playhouse is too often stocked with the drugs of
too many seedy problems, or with the absinthe or
vermouth of the last musical comedy." The intensity
and excitement of life was for Synge the motive to
his art, and if we remember this we shall be likely
to understand him. Let us, then, consider his first
play.
"In the Shadow of the Glen"
Although John Mas e fie Id tells us in the "Dictionary
of National Biography" that "The Tinkers' Wedding"
was the first play Synge wrote, yet "In the Shadow of
the Glen" was the first to be produced and so we shall
deal with it first.
The play was produced in the National Theatre in
1903 and was immediately criticized as a slander upon
Irish womanhood. Synge was to receive very little
applause from his own people. Synge tells us that
the story was related to him by Pat Dirane and he has
recounted the tale in "The Aran Islands". The play
may be taken as a bitter sketch of the loveless
marriages of Ireland, comparable, I think to the French
i
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"marriage de convenance".
Nora, the young wife of Dan Burke, is lonely in
the gloomy glen. Dan, suspecting she is unfaithful,
feigns death that he may find her out. A tramp enters
and is left in the house while Nora goes out to bring
back Michael Dara, a rich young farmer, with whom she
is in love. Dan hears them planning marriage. Sudden
ly he rises up and drives Nora from the house. The
tramp goes with her in her quest for freedom on the
roads he knows so well. The cowardly Michael and Dan,
ironically, sit down to drink as the curtain falls.
Synge has given us in this play something besides
a social conservation. As he says "the drama, like
the symphony, does not teach or prove anything."
For him, like Ibsen in one respect, character is all,
and he is interested in the inner development of char-
acter rather than in the action.
"A grand woman to talk", Nora is a very vital
figure. Her poetic soul, cooped and cabined in, longs
for relief from the solitude of a life "with an old
fellow wheezing the like of a sick sheep close to her
ear." She has married the "old fellow", for, as she
says, "what way would I live and I am an old woman,
if I didn't marry a man with a bit of a farm, and
i
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cows on it and sheep on the black hills?" But her
soul revolts against the lonesomeness of the deso-
late cottage at the head of a Y/icklow glen "seeing
nothing but the mists rolling down the bog, and the
mists again and they rolling up the bog, and hearing
nothing but the crying out in the bits of broken
trees were left from the great storm, and the streams
roaring with rain." As C. E. Montague said "passion
propels her like a screw, ** and even the cowardly
Dara she would have accepted. Rut when Dan Burke
drives her out she finds satisfaction in the tramp
who "has a fine bit of talk."
The tramp offers a romantic escape from the
fixed wearisomeness in which she can no longer live
"and she not making a talk with the men passing."
The tramp is representative, it seems to me,
not of the Irish people, but of the poetic longing
essential to Synge's art and of Synge himself, perhaps
in his escape to the primitive— a wanderer on the
broad ways of life "who has found no abiding city".
In this play we have great drama—dramatic
atmosphere of loneliness, isolation, longing, dark,
**C. E. Montague, Dramatic Values, p. 5.
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glooray, moveless as the heath of Hardy. What action
there is, is not a progress to catastrophe, but
a passing, for a youbg woman, to what is better or
what she thinks is better, where "its fine songs"
she will be hearing "when the sun goes up." In this
little one-act play Synge gives us a unity and
dramatic intensity, a development of character that
one must go a far way to find in drama.
"Riders to the Sea"
The scene is a cabin off the west coast of Ire-
land. Maurya's husband and four of her sons have
already ridden to the sea. A young priest (who is
not seen) has brought some clothing from a body washed
up on the coast and Maurya's daughter recognizes
them as belonging to her brother, Michael. Bartley,
the one remaining son, insists on going to sea during
a storm. Maurya, who is ignorant of Michael's death,
through "second sight" sees Michael and Bartley riding
to the sea— and death. As she is lamenting, Bartley 's
body Is brought in. Now she is left alone.
Professor Stuart Sherman, in his book "The Study
of Contemporary Literature", holds that there is no
t
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tragedy because there is no turning of a will. Rut
on that ground "Oedipus Rex" falls down and "Othello"
is not a tragedy. If we agree with William Archer
that the dramatic quality of an incident is propor-
tionate to the variety and intensity of the emotion
evolved in it, I think, "Riders to the Sea" is supreme
tragedy
.
Yet the play, it seems to me, is not one of
character nor of tragic action so much as of atmos-
phere. No turn of the will is there nor any struggle,
but a foreknowledge of inevitability - of doom hang-
ing over a people who, as Synge says in his "Aran
Islands", "are under a judgment of death". There is
almost passive submission to death as though, in
the philosophy of Hardy, struggle is of no avail. We
hardly feel for Maurya, so much of resignation there
ism so little for the personal. Maurya seems to me
the soul of all mothers - as Nora seems the soul of
all women weary and disconsolate.
Synge does not draw fully rounded pictures, but
carries atmosphere and moods through the mind. In
this respect C. E. Montague says: "the white boards,
the young priest only heard of, the forgotten cake by

which the action is carried lightly past what might
have been an awkward spot - all is done as by a pro-
ficient - the descriptive passages give you optical
illusions, like that of water dripping to the ground
from the dead man's clothes . **
The caoin, too, runs through the play like a
lief motif - voicing the pain of the people and end-
ing in that note of resignation brings peace where
the heart of Maurya is secure as she says: "There's
nothing more the sea can do to me." Here pain is
purged and complete resignation struck when Maurya,
tear-dried, almost content says:
"No man at all can be living forever, and we must
be satisfied."
"The Tinker's Wedding"
In this play we turn from tragedy to humor that is
almost boisterous, caustic and brutal. We have noted that
John Mas afield says that this is the first play that Synge
wrote. It is not surprising, I think, that to him who
had lived so long in Paris, anything hard and crude and
real would be delightful.
The play is in two acts and the scene in both is a
village roadside. We see Michael Byrne working beside a
fire of sticks after nightfall. Sarah Casey, his doxy,
-^Dramatic Values (The Plays of J. Ivi. Synge), p. 9.
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is eager that he finish the ring on which he is
working so that she and Michael can be married.
As the priest passes by, Sarah tries to inveigle
him into marrying the couple. After some
bickering the priest consents to marry them for
"A crown" along with ten shillings and a gallon
can. They agree and go to the church carrying
the "can" in a bundle. When the wary priest opens the
bundle three empty bottles fall out. Michael's tipsy
mother has stolen the can saying: "they'll not keep
Mary Byrne from her full pint, when the night's fine
and there's a dry moon in the sky."
The priest loses his temper. Michael knocks him
down, gags him, and ties him in a sack. The priest then
swears to leave the tinkers to their freedom and is re-
leased. From his Latin malediction the tinkers flee
leaving the priest master of the situation.
Synge's humor is caustic and is without any tender-
ness. Yet his people seem to me to be normal, and
the country people laughed at "without malice".
The characters in the play are figures of comedy -
Mary, whose life is eased by her "full pint"; Sarah,
thinking her queer thoughts, desiring marriage, but
indifferent to it since it cannot be accomplished;
the priest, willing to take a "sup of porter" with
them and cursing them in the end. Yet Synge mis-
(
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judged his country people for they resented his laughter
Granting the humor of the play, for me at least, the
action contains too much of crudity rather than mere
wildness of life.
"The Well of the Saints"
Synge has been accused of taking this plot from
almost every author from Chaucer and Bulwer-Lytton
to Clemenceau. The theme is universal one and it is
easily possible that Synge was ignorant of any of
these authors. It is another notable example of how
far critics will go in their narrow, pedantic search
for parallel ideas.
In the play we notice a development in Synge '
s
technique - a greater sureness and an ability to handle
longer themes. There is, also, a certain process of
refinement in the humor which makes it less bitter
and more tender - almost tragic.
When the curtain rises Mary and Martin Doul,
two blind beggars are talking by the roadside. They
fancy themselves beautiful, but Martin begins to doubt
the beauty of his wife who has "a queer cracked voice",
for as he gauges it, "it was the ones with the queer
i
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voices were the best in the face". Still Martin thinks,
a little plaintively, "it'd oe a grand thing if we could
see ourselves for one hour". Timmy, the smithy then
brings news that a wandering friar with "a sup of
water slung at his side", can cure any ill. The saint
passes and cures them. Martin runs about seeking the
"beautiful woman" that is his wife. He mistakes for
her Molly Byrne "with the grand hair and soft skin
and eyes", and turns from one young girl to another
as the young people laugh at him. Disillusioned
on discovering his wife to be an old hag he becomes
angry
.
Compelled now to work for a living, Martin is
bitter and discontent, as is Mary, with a world un-
lovely, hard and less beautiful than their dream-
enchanted world. But their blindness returns to
them. Now they find a tender joy in the song of the
birds, the fine warmth of the sun, the sweetness of
the air. Martin says "It's great times we'll have
yet, maybe, and a great talking before we die."
The saint returns and is about to cure the old
couple again when Martin dashes the "can" from his
hand. It is better to be blind, Martin knows and
(
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have a right "to be hearing a soft wind turning
round the little leaves of the spring, and feeling
the sun.... and not tormenting our souls with the
sight of the grey days and the holy men and the
dirty feet is trampling the world." They have a
right to their blindness and their dream-illumined
world as Timmy, the smith, has a right to sweat and
the friar to fast; to each his own. Synge shows
throughout the play a great knowledge of the acute
sensitiveness of the blind - their ability to recognize
people, to distinguish their steps, their keen sense
of sound, of touch and smell. Particularly is there
a sense of sound running through the play that gives
reality and stands in fine contrast to the imagina-
tive illusions of these blind people. It is the
disillusion in the play that bordering on pity, al-
most screens the humor and makes the play merge into
the tragic. Martin and Mary seek the happiness of
their dreams and the beauty they have imagined.
Their desire is fulfilled and having it - and here
is the irony - they resent the stark unbeauty of
reality. It is the need of illusion that makes them
pitiful.
i
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Synge has, in this play, drawn fine characters,
real, live, desiring, and he has drenched them with
high speech. It is his sense of beauty "impinging",
as Gals wcr thy has it, "on a concrete world", that
distinguishes Synge. This it is that makes the play
tenderly humorous, true to humanity and, for me,
the most poetically beautiful of all his works.
"The Playboy of the We stern World"
In "The Road Round Ireland" Padraic Colum says
that Synge once told him he was planning a play whose
action would lie in the rise -to self esteem, of a
sheepish young man through the dread fascination
that is given him by the story of his deed. This play
is that - and something more. It presents a very
complex interplay of character in a young, girl,
lively, romantic, who has become resigned to the
monotony of her life, and this sheepish young man with
the savagery"to destroy his da." We come to it
understanding the characters, perhaps, and the speech,
and yet unable to determine whether to take it seriously
or not. Synge, himself, has said of it: "There are,
it may be hinted, many sides to the Playboy."*
•--Irish Times, Jan. 30, 1907.
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The action takes place near a village near the
wild coast of Mayo. The scene is a public-house,
Pegeen Mike, the daughter of Michael James, a publican,
is about to be married too Shawn Keough, a pusillani-
mous, priest-ridden young farmer. Michael, about to
go to a wake and leave Pegeen "lonesome on the scruff
of the hill", suggests that Shawn stay with her. But
the latter, fearing "Father Reilly and the holy Fathers",
runs off, leaving his coat in Michael's hands. But
he suddenly returns to announce that "a queer fellow"
who has been lying in a ditch is following him.
Frightened and dirty Christy Mahon comes in. From
dialogue laconic and sparse as the Greek, we learn that
Christy has killed his father "with the blow of a loy".
The respect of Michael, the wisdom of Philly Cullen,
who marks off Christy from the "common week-day kind
of murderer", the admiration of Pegeen - all fill
Christy with a sense of wonder and self-esteem that
cause him to regard his act as an heroic deed. Left
alone, he and Pegeen fall in love. The "Widow Quin"
comes to worship at his shrine, and the end of the first
act finds Christy, admired by two women, filled with a
r
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sense of pride and triumph, sincere in the conviction
that he should have killed his father long ago.
He is now sought after by all the young women—
and expanding in this glory makes his talk nobles
with each telling of his story. He takes part in
the races and wins; is guarded by Pegeen and saved
by the Widow Ouin from his father who suddenly turns
up. But Old I.lahon orders Christy about, shatters
his story, and destroys Pegeen' s love. Christy,
seeking his lost glory, attempts again to kill his
father. But those who admired the story are repelled
by the deed. Pegeen turns against him and he and
his father go out together in disgrace. "There is",
says Pegeen, "a great gap between a gallous story
and a dirty deed," and Christy turned "a likely gaffer
in the end of all" leaves Pegeen filled with grief,
the only loser of "the only Playboy of the Western
World."
Here is Syngg's flowering in the subtle delineation
of character. There is a Porsytean tenacity and
possessive instinct in Pegeen 'a tearing of Shawn's
coat - her property - from her father. She guards
Christy from the zealous Widow C-;uin and is fearful
tt
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lest "the young girls would inveigle you off".
That she could bring herself to drop the rope over
her lover's head and burn his shins, has brought from
Mr. Bourgeois the question: "If Pegeen loves him
because he has killed his father, is it so obvious
a counterpoint that she must cease to love him be-
cause he has not killed him?"* It seems to me that,
for all his lucidity, Mr. Bourgeois has clearly
missed the point. It is not the killer, but the
story-teller - she is characteristically Irish -
that she loves. And it is not because he has not
killed his father that she ceases to love him. It
is the liar she does not love. The attempt of
Christy to kill his father brings her to a new sense
of values that makes her see "a great gap between a
gallous story and a dirty deed." Pegeen is proud
and when Christy turns out to be not at all what he
claimed-for her he is nothing. In all her actions
she is vehement, in her hating as well as in her
loving. There are, I think, many Pegeens.
Christy is a fine piece of character drawing.
He left his father dead and vhen he tells his story
he believes it. Re keeps adding to it, because the
*J. Iff. Synge and the Irish Theatre, p. 201.

admiration he receives makes him believe he has done
something "big". In the additions to his tale we
see him expanding, developing beneath our very eyes.
He is always the "playboy", and it is because of
this that he attempts, a second time, to kill his
father. He is a deceiver, but he has deceived no
one, but himself. He leaves us in this mood to go
"romancing through a romping lifetime." We have
found in this play supreme character development -
the lives of two human beings have been changed
before our eyes and we are richer for the experience.
There is, as always, Synge's beauty, his vital wild
prose that makes us see, and above all, as Conrad
would have it, make us feel. It is living speech
"fully flavoured as an nut or an apple." Synge's
prose is always thus - but here it has flowered
into a wild richness that is fragrant and unsurpassed
even by Synge himself. It has helped to fill the
"Playboy" with life and love that has apneal to
all things human.
"Deirdre of the Sorrows"
Unlike Yeats, Synge has divided the legend into
three dramatic episodes. Like events in the Bible,

Deirdre 's life comes to a close that those things might
be accomplished which were foretold - how she would
be the ruin of all the sons of Usna.
It is in the treatment that Synge shows himself
to be a master of dramatic art. Deirdre is something
besides a legendry figure, occupied with the things
the world will say of her. Here, under Synge' s hand,
she is transformed from an epic figure into a passion-
ate, wild young peasant girl, who, as Lavarcham says
is "without a thought, but for her beauty and to be
straying in the hills." And yet with all its
humanity, the play does not lose the dignity that
belongs to the legend. Deirdre can be so conscious
of her position that she finds death "a poor untidy
thing, though its a queen that dies."
Synge shows his mastery in the second act when
Deirdre, who is supposed to have withdrawn, hears
Naisi say he fears "a day'd come when I'd weary of
her voice". Synge lets llaisi know that Deirdre over-
heard him. Many a lesser dramatist might have missed
this. On it turns the further action of the play.
Synge keeps pretty close to the legend, but when we
read the play side by side with that of Yeats, we
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find a more human and personal touch in that of
Synge. So Deirdre speaks when she knows that Naisi
fears their love may not last: "There are as many
ways to wither love as there are stars in a night
of Samhain; but there is no way to keep life, or
love with it, a short space only. It's for that
there's nothing lonesome like a love that is watch-
ing out the time most lovers do be sleeping. . .It 's
for that we're setting out for Emain Macha when the
tide turns on the sand."
There is that note of acquiescence in this play
that we found in his other tragedy "Riders to the
Sea". For example, Deirdre says: "The dawn and
evening are a little while, the winter and the summer
pass quickly, and what way would you and I, Naisi,
have joy for ever?" Perhaps this spirit of resigna-
tion has come out of the author's own knowledge that
he was about to die shortly. The tragedy takes on
a more personal and human sadness because of it.
Here, as in all his plays, v/e find, the treatment of
a human soul; and here, again, it is the soul of a
woman - like Nora's and Pegeen's, like the Doul's -
I
seeking escape and finding it. 'Mien Deirdre finds
that even love can wither she chooses death rather
than the "seeing one day a blight showing upon
love where it is sweet and tender." So Deirdre
escapes and is triumphant - "and in the grave
we're safe surely", - and we follow her to the end
that brings her peace and rest; where life is
quenched and all the beauty and tenderness are left
us of the woman who was Deirdre of the Sorrows
.
Into the old legend Synge has put a world of
humanity, of personal tragedy and intensity. He
has shown us characters drawn from people that he
knew and yet allied to the people of the legend
by the wildness of their ways and of their speech.
The retrospective character of Yeats' play is
not found here - there is progressive dramatic
narrative unfolding before us. Despite the fact
that we know the legend, the action surprises us,
arising as it does out of the turns and changes of
developing character. When we realize that Synge
died before he could complete the play and have it
to his liking, we feel that we have dealt with the
works of a genius
.
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Conclusion
If, as Conrad said somewhere, Henry James is
the historian of "fine consciences", then Synge is
the historian of fine souls. It is the soul of
Nora and Pegeen we know, and of Deirdre and the
Douls; the soul of Christy and even of Sarah, the
tinker's doxy. Each seeks escape from the life he
or she knows. Each is left (excepting Deirdre)
following the gleam-possession of another life.
Nora and Christy go out romancing through the world;
Deirdre finds rest, Maurya peace, and Sarah is
content. The Douls go back to a life they love,
granting to others what they will. To Pegeen, alone
perhaps of all the characters, since she cannot be
content - comes tragedy. For a moment only she
possessed, and as she lifted the cup to her lips
it was dashed from her - hers is the greatest loss.
Even Maurya, whose loss might have been keener and
more heartfelt, finds her sorrow purged in peace and
resignation and a sense of security. Deirdre, alone
of all the characters, possessed and found long joy
in possession of "what is best and richest." Even
t
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in death she triumphs, and if death is a pitiful
thing, it is "yet a thing will be a joy and triumph
to the ends of time."
Synge's people are brave and passionate souls
on whose lives is the impinging of beauty, the desire
for ardent life, the desire for distinction. There
is exaltation and joy - a joy that is ironic, if you
will, but none the less a joy of all life that is
"wild and superb in reality." Even the sorrow is
exalted - a serenity goes through it that lifts away
all sadness, just as from the irony of his plays
is lifted all of bitterness. That Synge's life is
ironic is, I think, the greatest criticism of it.
Yet, I think, all his characters can say with
Pegeen "I'm not odd". And surely life is ironic,
whether you will or no.
Synge is unusually aware of life - to sights,
to sounds, to everything we see, but do not notice.
He has surprised us by arousing our interest in common
things. He shows us life that is wild and strange,
but he does not give it to us as exotic or abnormal.
Though sometimes, as I think it is, his life is too
crude, it is never vulgar; it may be too strong for
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us, but it never disgusts. It is his achievement,
I think, that he has portrayed a wild, a strong,
a zestful life that is realistic without being
photographic. He has shown us common things and
ordinary people, common things and feelings - and he
has drenched them with a beauty and a universality
that gives to life a newer and broader meaning as
we contemplate it in his works. He has reconciled
life and literature. He has shown us life, intense
and beautiful.
Synge does not teach a lesson - he does not try.
He pictures the life he knows, gives us atmosphere,
draws for us men and women we can never forget,
fills our minds with words we cannot, but remember;
and if, as I have said, his life is ironic it is
not bitter; if there is sorrow, there is peace;
and if there is desolation, it is not unmixed with
beauty. For me, at least there is beauty of
character and of thought, beauty of words, of life
and of man.
SUMMARY
It is, of course, futile to attempt any comparison
of the work of Yeats and Synge, and yet it may not be
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amiss to note that both of them express Ireland.
It is obviously true that each pictures a different
side. Synge's is the primitive world where passion
runs splendidly riot. It is the passi on of his
people that moves them. His is, certainly, the
Ireland where there is little law except the
ardency of man's desire. It is an Ireland apart
from the world-isolated, feeling none of the world's
complexities; where there is nothing of the thin
veneer of civilization that revolted against ends
in hypocrisy.
And Yeats 1 is ever the impinging of the
spiritual upon the world we know - not disturbing
reality only, but absorbing it. But the difference
is not in the country, so much as in the mind. I
cannot for a moment admit, as has been suggested,
that the new literature produced in Ireland in
the pBriod we are considering, might as easily
came out of China as out of Ireland. I cannot for
a mbment concede, admitting all the foreign influence
you will, that Maire Bruin could have been found any-
where else, or that, with all her universality,
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Maurya could have been found on the shores of
Nantucket.
There is too much in the work of both these
men that came as a result of brooding over Ireland.
And though the one lias given us heavy atmosphere,
the mists that roll in from the sea, life strange,
picturesque, lonely, mixed with laughter that is
course like that coming from gypsies behind clumps
of bushes, or laughter tender and ironic, homeless
it is still the spirit of Ireland found in the
drifting rhythm, the vagueness, plaintiveness
and wistfullness than can only be Celtic.
And though there is in the other Theosophy
and Spiritualism that has taken us away from the
flesh and blood reality we know, up to the very
throne of God, is it not the same other-worldliness
that hangs eternally over the life of the Irishman,
filling his mind with a strange mixture of reality,
fantasy and dreaminess that could make another
Irish poet say:
"Brave hearts, ye never did aspire
Wholly to things of earth."
For me, at least, this is true.
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And English literature is richer, because the
two men felt that Ireland possessed men and v/omen
who thought and lived and spoke beautifully, laughed
and were lonely; men and women who sought rest
and peace, escape in the songs of roadmen, on the
ways of life or at the feet of God. And I think
that this literature "can no more go out of fashion
than the blackberries on the hedges."
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